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Stay Cool, Safe To Make Summer Better
Safety During Backyard Barbecues

Many St. Charles County residents
will celebrate their Independence Day
outdoors with sunshine, barbecue grills
and, possibly, fireworks. However,
if not properly monitored, the high
temperatures, bright sunshine and the
bangs, booms or sparks from fireworks
can cause harm to people and pets.
Protecting Against Heat-Related Illness
and Sun Damage
EXTREME HEAT AND HUMIDITY
and bright sunlight can lead to heatrelated illnesses — especially in young
children, the elderly and those who may
have difficulties caring for themselves.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
cautions that around 100 Americans die each year from
the heat, and that many more suffer through over-exertion
and stress. Taking simple steps in advance can keep you
and your family safe during a heat wave:
• Drink more fluids, regardless of your activity level.
• Limit your intake of liquids containing alcohol or
large amounts of sugar.
• Stay indoors (in an air-conditioned location)
whenever possible.
• Wear lightweight, loose-fitting clothing.
• DO NOT leave anyone or any animals in a closed,
parked car, as interior temperatures can grow
rapidly during a hot day. (see related story on p. 3)
• If you experience or notice someone experiencing
warning signs of heat-related illnesses (extremely
high body temperatures, red/dry skin with no
sweating, rapid pulse rate, dizziness/nausea/
confusion, or unconsciousness), please seek
immediate medical assistance while beginning to
cool the victim.
Along with causing higher temperatures, bright, sunny
skies can damage your skin. Overexposure may cause
severe sunburn and may lead to SKIN CANCER, which
is the most common form of cancer in the United States.
Avoiding peak periods (10 a.m. to 4 p.m.), when ultraviolet
(UV) rays are strongest, is the best way to minimize your
risk, but taking other steps adds to your protection.
St. Charles County
Department of
Community Health
and the Environment

Backyard barbecues and picnics
are a rite of summer. To prevent foodborne illnesses from ruining your holiday
celebration, follow simple guidelines for
FOOD SAFETY. The first rule is to keep
things clean — wash hands, utensils and
surfaces before and after handling foods.
Cooking meats to proper temperatures
(145° F for steaks, 160° F for hamburgers
and pork steaks, 165° F for chicken)
will kill bacteria that cause most food
illnesses.
A good chef is also a safe chef, so
follow manufacturer’s guidelines for
proper use of equipment. If you have a gas
grill, check hoses and canisters for damage prior to lighting
the flame, or use an electric starter or charcoal chimney to
safely start a charcoal grill. Using a squirt bottle can control
flare-ups, and flame-retardant gloves can limit possibilities
for burns. Lastly, keep kids and pets away from open
flames or hot grills at all times.
Fireworks Safety For People and Pets
For many, fireworks are an integral part of their
Fourth of July celebration, but these explosives can be
dangerous. Every year, more than 6,000 people end up in
hospital emergency rooms with firework-related injuries. If
fireworks are legal where you live, please read and review
all warnings and instructions before use. Do not allow
children to ignite or play with fireworks. Only light fireworks
on a smooth, flat surface that is away from people,
buildings or flammable materials, and never try to relight
fireworks that have not fully functioned.
In addition to possible injuries to people, many pets
are frightened by the loud noises created by fireworks and
will run away trying to escape the sound. Plan to keep
your dog or cat calm by bringing them indoors in a cool,
dark and secure location until the festivities subside. Local
animal shelters often experience an increase in impounds
leading up to the holiday because of pets that run from
their homes to flee loud fireworks displays, so it’s also
advised to secure an identification tag to collars.
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Round ‘Em Up & Recycle
Missouri residents
generate about five million
scrap tires each year, and
most dispose of them in a
proper manner. However,
in cases where they aren’t,
scrap tires can threaten
public health and pollute
our natural beauty.
To present a FREE and
convenient way to recycle
unwanted tires that might otherwise end up in abandoned
lots or area creeks, the Division of Environmental Health
and Protection will host a Tire Round-Up from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m., on July 26. St. Charles County residents may
bring up to 10 tires per household to RECYCLE WORKS
CENTRAL (60 Triad South in St. Charles) or RECYCLE
WORKS WEST (2110 East Pitman Ave., in Wentzville)
as part of this partnership with the Missouri DEPT. OF
NATURAL RESOURCES. Tires may be of any size and in
any condition, but foam-filled tires cannot be accepted. For
more information, please call the division at (636) 9491800.
With increased legislation and cost, many turn to
illegal dumping of their scrap tire stockpile — which can
cause many long-term problems. Tire piles serve as a
breeding ground for insects and rodents like mosquitoes
and rats that transmit disease. Tire fires are extremely
hot, can smolder for days or even years, and can release
hazardous substances into the air. In addition, illegally
dumped tires can release hazardous material into the land
and water or can cause pollution and erosion problems.
When recycled through controlled collections,
scrap tires can be put to hundreds of innovative
APPLICATIONS. Civil engineers use shredded tires as
fill material for construction projects and as insulation to
prevent potholes and other road surface damage. Parks
and recreation departments apply the rubber shreds to
playground surfaces or running paths, and sports teams
include the material in artificial grass playing fields.
Workers can install whole tires as barriers and bumpers for
vehicles and boats or employ them in erosion control. Also,
because of their high heating value, many utility plants
and commercial operations use tires as an alternative fuel
source in a safe, controlled manner.

The Division of Environmental Health and
Protection seeks volunteers to mark storm
drains throughout our community — which
will help reduce pollution that negatively
impacts our area waterways.
Please call (636) 498-0772 for information.

Follow us today! @SCCHealth

NUTRITION NUGGET
Be Careful Buying Wheat Bread
In many cases, “wheat bread” is often just white
bread dyed with molasses to make it look dark.
Be sure to look on the label for “100 percent
whole wheat,” “whole grain,” “brown rice,”
“bulgur,” “rolled oats,” or “buckwheat” to get the
most out of your meal.
CLICK HERE FOR MORE

HEALTHY RECIPES
Each month, we take a traditional recipe and offer a healthier
alternative. This time, we’re introducing a twist on a Latin
American favorite to snack on while watching the World Cup.

Artichoke Ceviche on Belgian Endive
Recipe makes four servings. One serving contains 160 calories, six
grams of fat, 10 grams of fiber, 148 mg of sodium and six grams of
protein.
Ingredients
4 artichokes
1 cup diced plum tomato
1 scallion (split and sliced thin)
2 tsp minced garlic
1 Tbsp, plus 2 tsp extra virgin olive oil
12 Belgian endive spears

1 lemon, sliced
1/2 cup red onion (julienned)
2 Tbsp chopped cilantro
1/2 tsp minced jalapeno
1 Tbsp lime juice

Steps:
1. Trim stems, leaves and choke from the artichokes and
place hearts in a small pot containing enough water to
cover generously. Add lemon and salt to taste.
2. Bring water and artichoke to a simmer using high heat.
Reduce heat to medium and simmer for 12 to 15 minutes.
3. Remove artichokes from water, cool and slice thinly.
4. In a small bowl, toss together artichoke hearts, tomato, red
onion, scallion, cilantro, garlic and jalapeno.
5. Drizzle mixture with olive oil and lime juice. Season with
salt and pepper to taste. Toss mixture until all items are
evenly coated.
6. Cover bowl and marinate mixture in the refrigerator for at
least two hours (and no more than 12 hours).
7. Taste mixture and re-season with salt/pepper as needed.
8. Spoon equal portions of the mixture onto the endive spears
and serve cold.
(Recipe courtesy of Fruits & Veggies More Matters.org)
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It’s Getting Hot In Here!
It only takes a few minutes to cause irreparable harm.
Even on a day that doesn’t seem too warm, temperatures
inside a closed vehicle can quickly rise to dangerous
levels. Studies have shown that on a 70 degree day, it only
takes about 20 minutes for interior temperatures to exceed
100° Fahrenheit! (see table at right for examples)
When heat and
humidity rise, people
take steps to keep
themselves cool — but
owners must remember
their pets too. Animals
are susceptible
to heatstroke and
heat-related illness,
especially older and
overweight animals and dogs or cats with short muzzles.
Some of the early signs of heat stress in animals include:
heavy panting, glazed eyes, rapid heartbeat, excessive
thirst, a lack of coordination or dizziness, vomiting and a
deep red or purple tongue. If you notice these signs, the
HUMANE SOCIETY recommends that you move your pet

Temperature Increase Inside a Closed Vehicle

chart courtesy of the National Weather Service

into a cooler area and apply cold towels or cool water to
head and neck area and seek veterinary care for further
treatment.

Size Matters When It Comes To Your Plate
You may have heard the common phrase, “I think my
eyes were bigger than my stomach.” But, with distorted
portion sizes commonplace, it may actually be your plate
that’s gotten too big.
Obesity is one of the biggest threats to public health
now and in the immediate future, and overeating is one
of the main causes. Despite a great deal of effort and lots
of positive results, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) notes that more than one-third of adults
and 17 percent of children in America are obese (having a
BODY MASS INDEX greater than 30) resulting in nearly
$150 billion in related medical costs annually.
“Super sized” menus and larger portions often have
us eating enough calories for two people in one sitting, but
understanding the difference between a “serving” and a
“portion” can help. A serving is the recommended amount
of food based upon nutritional values. A portion is the
actual amount of food you choose to consume, and one
portion can sometimes be more or less than one serving.
Understanding how a serving size relates to common
objects can help you measure up. Here are some common
equivalents for a serving of:
• Meat (3 ounces) = a deck of cards
• Fish (3 ounces) = a checkbook
• Raw vegetables (1 cup) = a light bulb
• Fresh fruit = a tennis ball
• Cooked pasta = a computer mouse
• Cheese (1.5 ounces) = three dice

WHAT YOU’RE SERVED vs. ONE SERVING
Jumbo Movie Popcorn

3 Cups, unbuttered

Super Size Soda (24 oz)

12 ounce can

Nachos (40 chips)

10 chips

(400 calories, 20 grams fat)

(100 calories, 5 grams fat

14” pizza (four slices)

2 slices

(1650 calories, 93 grams fat)
(310 calories)

(920 calories, 36 grams fat)

(165 calories, 9 grams fat)
(155 calories)

(460 calories, 18 grams fat)

To See More Portion Distortion Over the Years, Take This QUIZ

The key to maintaining healthful weight management
is to balance your intake of calories with the amount you
burn during the day. Although everyone’s caloric intake
is different and should be calculated individually by your
medical provider according to a number of factors, a daily
average of around 2,200-2,500 calories is common for
adults.
To help keep your calorie intake under control, there
are several things you can do. First, using smaller bowls,
plates and other serving platters will make less look like
more. Another tip is to pre-portion foods after purchasing,
which can help limit over consumption. Removing food
from its packaging and serving on a plate will also help you
to evaluate the amount you ate.
To discover more nutrition tips, visit us HERE.
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Take Careful Steps When Walking This Summer
From the day our
parents celebrated our first
steps, we’ve realized the
fun and freedom that comes
from walking.
More than 145 million
adults report that walking is
part of their fitness regimen,
recognizing its many
benefits. Physical activity
like walking helps maintain
weight control, but studies also show that regular walking
can decrease fatigue, improve arthritis pain and lower
instances of disease.
When traveling by foot, it’s important to be aware of
your surroundings and take precaution to keep yourself
safe. Whenever possible, remain on sidewalks or
designated walking paths. If you must use streets, walk
facing traffic and cross at designated crosswalks. When
traveling at night, carry a flashlight and wear reflective
clothing to increase visibility. In addition, it’s recommended
to walk with a buddy and bring along a phone or other
communications device to call for help, if needed.
For those who choose to walk in neighborhoods or

along roadways, you must be wary of drivers and other
potential risks. More than 4,200 pedestrians were killed in
traffic-related deaths in 2010, and, on average, more than
450 walkers each day are treated for injuries.
Another option to avoid roadways is to consider the
many beautiful parks in our county that present miles of
paved and unpaved trails to explore. For a list of County
parks with trails, please visit WWW.STCCPARKS.ORG.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
We need you to participate in our bioterrorism
exercise the morning on Saturday, Oct. 11. Large
groups and individuals 16 years of age and older
can volunteer to serve as patients while department
staff and volunteer teams respond to the event. If
you’d be interested in learning more, please call
Andrew Willman at (636) 949-7554.

Put Shots On Your Back-To-School To-Do List
Immunizations
play a vital role in
helping the fight against
disease outbreaks and
maintaining health.
Because of these
protective benefits,
the State of Missouri
requires up-to-date
immunizations for
school attendance.
A complete list
of school-required
vaccinations is available
through the MISSOURI
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR SERVICES.
To help with back-to-school preparation, parents may
schedule an appointment for their child to receive these
vaccinations through the Division of Public Health’s
Immunization Clinic. Students who have recently moved
into the county should check with their medical provider
or contact the Division of Public Health to find out if their
shots are current.
The clinic offers immunizations on an appointment
basis at 1650 Boone’s Lick Road in St. Charles every
weekday except Thursday. Hours are 8:30 to 11 a.m.,

and 1:30 to 4 p.m. — with extended hours until 5 p.m. on
Tuesdays. An adult parent or guardian must accompany
children under 18 and bring along the child’s shot record
to avoid unnecessary vaccinations. For questions, or to
schedule an appointment, please call (636) 949-1857.
The Immunization Clinic also provides a number
of free or affordably priced vaccinations for residents
through a partnership with the state. The clinic provides
free vaccinations to those participating in the Vaccines
for Children program, while the Children’s Immunization
Program and the Adult Immunization Program offer nearcost immunizations to those ineligible for the Vaccines for
Children program. To discover current pricing or to learn
which vaccines are available, please visit the Immunization
Clinic WEBSITE.
Helpful Phone Numbers
Division of Public Health
(636) 949-7400
Immunizations
(636) 949-1857
Vital Records
(636) 949-7558
Health Education and STD Clinic
(636) 949-7401
Division of Environmental Health
and Protection
(636) 949-1800
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WIC

(636) 949-7402
Recycle Works Central
(636) 949-1800
Recycle Works West
(636) 949-1800
Division of Humane Services
Pet Adoption Center
(636) 949-7387
Animal Control
(636) 949-7347

